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Ute has been a Course Director since August 1999 when she did her CDTC in Newport Beach, CA, USA.

She started diving in 1991 during a holiday on Sri Lanka. She continued with the rest of the courses back 
home in Germany, where she started working as PADI Divemaster in 1994. She gained her instructor level in 
April 1995 on Kuredu, Maldives and then continued working for this dive center close to Munich until 1997.

During her career within the diving industry in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, 
Thailand, Egypt, Indonesia, Mauritius, Mexico and the Maldives Ute has successfully trained more 
than 4.150 divers in all different diving environments & levels. She has been living on Phuket, Thailand for 
three years (1997-1999) working for the PADI Career Development Center "Dive Asia" as a training manager.

In the year 2000 she moved to Lombok, Indonesia to work for "Dream Divers" running their IDC Center on Gili 
Trawangan for another three years as a base leader and Course Director. In 2003 she moved back to Europe as a start-
ing point to concentrate full-time on IDCs with fourteen different dive centers in eight countries around the world. 

Her programs offer a lot of experience within the global diving industry and practical and suggestions to the future 
diving instructors. The network of diving centers used for the courses is also profitable for job placement right 
after the IDC/IE. Her friendly, supportive and open way of guiding people through the course gave her already the 
respect of many candidates. So far already more than 2.800 candidates achieved their instructor level with her.

Ute has been receiving honors from PADI for her outstanding performance in conducting IDCs, like "Recognition 
of outstanding performance and support conducting Instructor Development Programs", and has been awarded 
in Frequent Trainer Status more than 12 years. She is trained as a Handicapped Instructor by IDDA and one of 
the sixty official Razor Instructors and one of the seven official RAZOR Side Mount Instructor Trainers worldwide. 

She is a certified CCR Decompression Diver on the AP Evolution/Inspiration, SF2 SM CCR and a TDI Liberty 
SM CCR Instructor, Tec Rec Full Trimix Diver as well as Full Cave Stage & DPV Diver. As a Course Director, she 
wants to share her extensive diving and training experience with the new generation of diving instructors.

For more than twenty years Ute's IDCs have been very popular due to their relaxed atmosphere and the high 
level of professionalism and experience she collected over all those years teaching & diving within this industry.

UTE HARTMANN # 913202 - PADI PRO FOR OVER 25 YEARS
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Prodivers has been exploring the Maldives for 35 years, and offers diving and snorkelling courses and trips 
that will blow you away! We first opened our doors on Kuredu Resort & Spa back in 1988 and have now 
grown into the largest dive operator in the Maldives. Completing the picture are Hurawalhi, Komandoo, 
Kudadoo, Lily Beach and Innahura resorts, allowing us to offer six different diving and snorkelling experi-
ences, but maintaining core principles that we believe to be so important for both divers and snorkellers.

Prodivers are very proud to have been voted ‘Best Dive Center in the Maldives’ at the 2018 Tauchen Awards 
- voted for by the public and a great testament to the excellent level of service our guests experience.

Your IDC will be held on Kuredu Island and the  Prodivers dive center there is one of the best known 
5 Star IDC Center of the Maldives. Over 15 dive instructors and divemaster are working here successfully 
in a team and will do their utmost to give you your best diving & teaching experience ever. More than 
50 different dive sites are located nearby and will show you superb and unique diving conditions.  
If you find time, extend your stay for a couple of days before or after your IDC to do some fun diving.

The dive center is equipped with five electrical compressors and a maintance workshop with nec-
essary spare parts and tools. Several UW cameras and twelve Apollo Scooters can be rent-
ed by guests and Prodivers also offers CCR, Full Face Mask & UW Communication courses all year around.

Prodivers have got a large equipment room with three water basins and hangers for equip-
ment and wet suits. They have more than 300 Air and Nitrox tanks and 95 regulators, BCDs and dive 
computers for their guests. Nitrox diving is offered without additional cost for all Nitrox certified divers. 

Their own Prodivers-Shop is stocked with diving equipment and all kind of helpful accessories as 
well as clothing from Fourth Element and iQ Company. Prodivers also have their own clothing collection 
and one of their famouse T-Shirts will be included for you as a present during your instructor program.

Doing your IDC on an island away from your work and daily life helps you to concentrate on your instructor training. 

The easy and well-organized logistics help us to use our time efficiently and make our programs even more enjoyable 
in this nice surrounding!

PRODIVERS - MALEDIVEN
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Kuredu was the first island within Lhaviyani-Atolls that was developed for tourism in 1988. The island is a paradise 
dream in real life with more than three kilometers of white sandy beaches and turquoise lagoons. The island man-
agement is constantly taking care that all bungalow & villas as well as public areas are refreshed and improved.  

Kuredu offers you seven different restaurants, five bars, three large swimming pools with sundecks, a library, an 
air-conditioned gym located directly at the beach with view into the laggon and a yoga hut, aerobic classes, a tennis 
& badminton court, football & golf ground, and of course their nice Duniye Spa with Jacuzzi to treat yourself well.
There is a pool table and table tennis located in Babuna Bar and a beach volley ball field right in front of the terrace 
at Akiri Bar. Another nice area to sit and relax is the Saikotari Tea House located at the end of the jetty from where 
you can watch the sun rise and fall  while having a drink or snack and enjoying the view over the housereef and atoll. 

Several souvenir & jewellery shops are open for you to get yourself some memories of your stay. In case you extend 
your stay or  bring your partner or family with you to Kuredu, there are many different other activities offered. 
Kuredu has a big  water sports center directly on the beach where you can book trips or courses in water skiing, 
sailing, windsurfing, kite & wakeboarding, stand-up paddeling, canoeing and excursions on a jet ski around the atoll. 

   

After deciding for one of our IDC programs you need to book your international flight to Male Velana International Airport 
(MLE). According to your arrival time we can book you your transfer flight  to Kuredu with one of the water taxi airplanes.

All counters of these transfer flights are located directly outside the arrival hall and there is a lot of friendly, help-
full staff guiding you to the one of all CROWN & CHAMPA RESORTS.  From there on they will help you with your 
check-in and make sure you receive your boarding card. A taxi-bus will bring all guests to the TMA water-taxi 
terminal on the other side of the airport where you can relax in the lounge and wait until your flight is called. 

The flight time from Male to Kuredu is around 40 min. and takes you over several islands and atolls  of  
the Maldives. This trip alone is already an experience itself and worth seeing this amazing view from 
above! The return flight for our IDC candidates costs 370.- U$ and includes 20 kg of luggage. In some cir-
cumstances heavier luggage will be transported by boat and arrives a couple of hours later. Therefor it is 
a good advise to pack some shorts & bathing clothes into your hand luggage once you landed on Male. 

KUREDU ISLAND

HOW TO GET THERE
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Prodivers arranged some adjusted prices for your stay in the Kuredu Island Resort during your IDC program.

The offer includes fullboard (breakfast, lunch, dinner buffet) and can be upgrade as well to "all inclusive". The cheapest 
category are the "Garden Bungalows", which are equipped with a maldivian bathroom, shower/toilet, hot/cold water, 
aircon and fan, minibar, CD player, coffe maker, a safe and a suncovered teracce with a total of 54m2. If you prefer to 
have a sea view you can upgrade to either "Beach Bungalows" or a "Beach Villa". 

The Bungalows of the "O" and "Sangu" Resort on the island are located along the north-west side of the island and have 
their own Restaurant & Bar nearby. If you prefer to even stay in a "Water-Villa" thats also possible! 

If you have family and/or friends joining in on your trip, they can stay either with you or book their own bungalow. 
Please see the following pages to get an idea of prices and possible upgrades for either you or the ones travelling with 
you. 

Another bonus for our candidates is the bar & restaurant discount! Prodivers arranged a 30% discount in other restau-
rants and a 50% discount in the hotel bars.

The island is constantly trying to reduce plastic wherever possible. You will find glass bottles of water in your room 
which are refilled every day by the hotel staff.

All bungalows are close by to other facilities but for the ones that do not like to walk there are little electric taxis taking 
people from restaurants to their bungalows, too. The island is a bare foot island with sandy paths all over the island.

During the IDC we have a Prodivers class room reserved just for us. This means we can leave all our materials there and 
are completely flexible regarding preparations that need to be done for the following day. So you don't need to take 
your stuff back to the bungalow every day but do your work in the class room and use your bungalow to relax after.

Please check the following two pages now for bungalow prices depending on the category you choose and amount of 
days you are planning to stay. Prodivers will then do a direct booking for you for your stay and send you the confirma-
tion for it via email.

STAYING ON KUREDU DURING YOUR IDC



      
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Instructor Development Course (IDC) 2023 
 
Transfer & Accommodation Prices for IDC Candidates: 
The following prices are for IDC candidates only, and are valid for stays during the 
IDC period, April 1, 2023 thru and including May 31, 2023 

 
PERIOD ROOM 

CATEGORY 
MEAL 
PLAN 

RATES PER 
PERSON 

   SGL DBL 

01/04/23 - 30/04/23 GBD FB 225 135 
01/05/22 - 31/05/23 GBD FB 139

+ 
  83 

 
 

Supplements: 
Full Board (FB) to All Inclusive Plus (AIP)                    US$75.00/Adult/Night 
Full Board (FB) to All Inclusive Gold (AIG)      US$200.00/Adult/Night (For Minimum of 6 nights only) 

 
Transfers: 
Seaplane:                                                                   
US$370.00/Person, round trip, Velana International Airport to Kuredu 

Maximum checked-In luggage is 20 kilos per person; in extraordinary circumstances, luggage may be 
transported by boat or by a later flight (All other policies & procedures as per Airline regulations) 

 
Remarks:                                                                      

Accommodation prices are per person per night on a full board basis. 
Upgrades to other types of accommodation are available upon request, and for an additional supplement. 

 
Rates are in USD per person per night, net, and non-commissionable includes 12% GST and US$6 Green Tax 
Prices can be changed by Kuredu Island Resort without prior notice 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accepted and Agreed: 
 

KUREDU ISLAND RESORT & SPA  TOUR OPERATOR/SUPPLIER 

 

Name: Ahmed Shaheen   Name: ______________________________ 

   

Position:  Director of Sales & Marketing   Position: _____________________________ 

 

Signature: _______________________  Signature: ___________________________  

    

Date: ___/___/___   Date: ___/___/___ 
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In 2019 PADI updated their IDC curriculum and made it even easier for candidates to prepare 
for their IDC. After receiving your IDC materials you can start straight away with your PADI IDC eLearning.
These 16 Chapters will help you to pre-study  ahead of your arrival on Kuredu and will save you precious time while 
being on the island. All sections need to be completed before participating in our IDC workshops during the actual 
course days.  Here is an overview of the sixteen topics:  

01 – Let's get started
02 – Dive Theory for Dive Professionals
03 – The PADI System – Overview
04 – Learning, Instructing and the PADI System
05 – Discover Scuba Diving and Experience Programs
06 – PADI Open Water Diver Course
07 – Risk Management and Legal Considerations
08 – How to manage Risk
09 – PADIs Quality Management and License Rights
10 – Introduction to Teaching Assignments
11 – Developing Knowledge Presentations – Conduct and Evaluation
12 – Confined Water Training
13 – Open Water Training
14 – Continuing Education and Leadership-Programs
15 – Business of Diving
16 – How to teach the Recreational Dive Planner (RDP)  – optional for PADI Members 

If you arrive on Kuredu a few days in advanced you can jump into the sea with a buddy and practice the demonstration 
of all 24 skills from your Divemaster Skill Cirquit. Prodivers offers you 5 fun dives free of charge on their house reef in 
order to dial in for your IDC. When practising demos, remember that they should be slow, exaggerated and easy looking.

Or join our IDC preparation program one day before the AI/IDC starts. Here we are going through Rescue Skills, 
Divemaster Theory, different knots practise and skill demonstration. This is a good refresher and creates a more 
relaxed atmosphere because you’ll get to know the staff and other participants already.

GETTING PREPARED AND READY FOR YOUR IDC
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The Assistant Instructor Course is your first step in your PADI Instructor Development 
career and opens a wide new range of reponsibilities to you.

Beyond the responsibilities you already have as renewed PADI Divemaster (and insured, where applicable) 
certified PADI Assistant Instructors are allowed to take over many other duties within the diving industry. 

The majority of participants though will go on and attend the whole IDC and EFRI to become PADI Instructor straight 
away. But for the ones taking their time, the AI part of the IDC is defenitely already a huge first stepforward on that way.  

ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR COURSE

Prerequisites for this course are:

 Be at least 18 years old.
 Be certified as a PADI Divemaster or hold a leadership level certification with another recreational diver 
     training organization.
 Be fit for diving and submit a medical statement not older than one year, including the date of the IE. 
     A licensed physician must sign the form and state that you are fit for diving. The physician signing the form 
     may not be the applicant. (Please make sure that your medical statement is valid for the IE, too).
 Be a certified diver for at least 6 months + 60 logged open water scuba dives. Have documentation of experience in 
     Deep, Night and Navigation diving.
 If not a PADI Divemaster, successfully complete the PADI Divemaster Course diver rescue skill assessment.
 Submit documentation of any equivalent certification for entry-level, advanced, rescue and leadership-level issued    
     by another recreational diver training organization.
 Submit proof of CPR and first aid training within the last 24 months.

The PADI Assistant Instructor Course takes 4 days.
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With the new IDC curriculum the PADI IDC is split in three parts: Self study, the AI program and the OWSI pro-
gram. Certified diving instructors of other organisations have the possibility to only participate in the self study 
part and the OWSI program as well as the Instructor Examination to become certified as a PADI Instructor. Or 
you are a PADI Assistant Instructor already and you want to take your last step to become a PADI Instructor.

The goal of the OWSI program is to introduce PADI as a diving organisation to other instructors of this industry, 
especially if they have already experience in teaching diving courses through other organisations. In other words: 
PADIs philosophy, student level courses and the teaching materials. 

The OWSI program helps prepare candidates to conduct their PADI courses in the future and give them essential 
background information and practical workshops to participate successfully in the PADI Instructor Examination.

OPEN WATER SCUBA INSTRUCTOR COURSE / CROSS OVER

Prerequisites for this course are:

 PADI Assistant Instructor, or be a good standing member of another recreational diving organisation since at least
     6 months (CMAS ** Monitor or higher, NAUI,SSI, PDIC, IDEA Instructor Level 2 or higher, BSAC Club Instructor or higher.
 Be at least 18 years old.
 Be a certified diver for at least 6 months and show prove of 60 logged dives in your logbook. 
     (experience deep diving, night diving & U/W navigation).
 Show prove of training in First Aid and CPR training within the last 24 months.
 Have a medical statement not older then one year, sign by a doctor and showing that you are 
     fit for scuba diving. Please make sure it is still valid for the IE date, too.
 Show prove of all your certificates of the other diving organisation, from entry level to rescue level plus any other 
     leadership level as well.

To refresh or get to know the PADI system even better we recommend you to participate in the whole IDC program. 
If you are interessted please let us know so we can find a way to avoid any additional costs for you.

The OWSI program takes 6 days.
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Professional Instructor Examiners from PADI EMEA conduct our IEs to confirm that instructor candidates meet the 
needed requirements for their certification as PADI Instructors.

The IE is a two-day program that evaluates your diving knowledge and skills, as well as your ability to deliver teach-
ing presentations in the classroom, confined water and open water. Although the evaluation is pass/fail, you have 
the opportunity to retake most initial presentations, if necessary. With the preparation you get from us during 
your IDC and some additional independent study the likelihood of successfully completing your first IE is very high.

Some dive centers guarantee you to pass an IE - we prefer to guarantee you a high quality instructor course, since 
this is the only part we can influence.

The IE has a minimum duration over two days and is split into four parts:
1) Written Exams (Dive theory - 60 Questions (5x12) & Standards 50 Questions)
2) Knowledge Development Presentation (prescriptive)
3) Teaching in Confined Water (Presentation of one Skill & demo of 5 Skills out of the Skill Circuit)
4) Teaching in Open Water (Presentations of two Skills & Rescue Demos)

The payment of the IE participation fee needs to be done ahead to the PADI EMEA office. After you decided to do 
your IDC with us on Kuredu, we will send you an IE Registration form to sign up for your exam directly with PADI.

The costs of the PADI Instructor Exam in 2022 are 675.- Euro

INSTRUCTOR EXAMINATION - IE

Prerequisites for the Instructor Exam are:

 Successfully participated in an IDC or OWSI within the last 12 months.
 Be a certified diver since at least 6 months, have logged a minimum of 100 open water dives in your logbook.
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Earning PADI Specialty Instructor ratings allows you to teach a wide array of exciting coures in special inter-
est areas. Besides giving you the chance to do your favourite type of diving, specialty diver courses allow you to 
share your interests and expertise with others. Many standarized PADI Specialty Diver courses are supported 
with e-learning, videos and manuals that make it even easier to teach these courses to your future students.

Taking a Specialty Instructor Training Course from your PADI Course Director provides you additional prac-
tical experience for conducting these courses yourself in the future. This will make you more employ-
able in todays dive industry by allowing you to teach a multitude of courses right from the beginning on.   
Please contact us which courses interest you, because some of them request you to already have the user level. 

The PADI Specialty Instructor Courses can be booked single or in a package. If you would like to attend the MSDT 
prep. Program (5 different ratings) you will be able to give customers many choices for pursuing continuing education.

Being MSDT is a prerequisite to enrol in a PADI IDC Staff Instructor course. During this program on Kuredu Island you 
can get trained in the following specialty instructor courses - please choose the ones that are most interesting for you:

.

SPECIALTY INSTRUCTOR / MSDT PREP. COURSE

  Boat Diver

 Enriched Air Nitrox

 Navigation Diver

 Search & Recovery

 Side Mount Diver

 UW Digital Imaging

 DPV Diver 

 Full Face Mask Diver

 UW Communication

 DSMB - Specialist

 Drift Diver

 Night Diver

 Naturalist

 Emergency Oxygen 

 Wreck Diver

 AWARE Shark Conservation

 Decompression Chamber

 AWARE Fish ID

 Gas Blender Nitrox 

 Equipment Specialist

 Deep Diver
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During the Emergency First Response Instructor course, you will build on your skill as an Emergency Responder 
and focus on developing your instructional abilities to teach these skills to others. The Instructor course pro-
vides you with the additional training necessary to teach the Emergency First Response Primary Care (CPR), 
Secondary Care (First Aid) and Care for Children courses. Through a multi-media approach of independent study, 
classroom sessions and practical teaching assignments, you learn to conduct Emergency First Response courses.

The instructor course covers specific goals and performance requirements for the Primary Care, Secondary Care and 
Care for Children course, along with instruction on how to structure learning, the requirements of performance-
based training, and your role as the instructor in the learning environment. You also learn how to motivate students, 
evaluate student knowledge, present the course content effectively, become proficient in developing students 
hands-on skills practice sessions, and you are taught how to present an effective scenario-based learning experience.

In case your EFRI rating ran out and you haven't been teaching the courses for a while it might be required for you to 
participate in an EFRI Update - if so, just contact us for further info.

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE INSTRUCTOR COURSE

Prerequisites for this course are:

 Be at least 18 years old.
 Submit proof of CPR and first aid training within the last 24 months.
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Go beyond the MSDT rating to train your own Assistant Instructors and assist with PADI IDCs.

The PADI IDC Staff Instructor course is designed to provide PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer with the addi-
tional training necessary to staff PADI Instructor Development programs and teach PADI Assistant Instructors.

This course builds upon the Staff Instructor candidate’s experience and abilities as a dive educa-
tor while concentrating on developing evaluation and counseling skills. Through independent study, class-
room sessions guided evaluation training and an internship, IDC Staff Instructor candidates learn 
to teach the PADI Assistant Instructor course and assist with instructor development programs.

A further goal is to familiarize the IDC Staff Instructor candidate with PADI IDC/OWSI standards and proce-
dures and the curriculum. Furthermore we develop the IDC Staff candidates presentation skills to a role-model 
level. This is getting even more interesting and important now, since PADI changed the IDC curriculum in 2019.

Please be sure to bring the new version of the PADI IDC Staff Instructor Course Kit with you to use during your training!

IDC STAFF INSTRUCTOR COURSE

If you are  already a certified IDC Staff Instructor there might be a possibility to assist us during our IDC programs. 
Please contact us early enough so we can integrate you in our planning and decide if there is space enough  to join in.
Because PADI released the new IDC Curriculum in 2019 it might also be a great chance for you to see the changes live  
and get some more experience with the new IDC yourself, before teaching your next Assistant Instructors candidates.

STAFFING OUR IDCS ON KUREDU

Prerequisites for this course are:

 Master Scuba Diver Trainer and a teaching status PADI Instructor for the current year.
 Emergency First Response Instructor.
 Agree to use the PADI System and its components in their entirety.
 Agree to conduct all levels of training consistent with the standards and philosophy outlined in the 
 PADI Instructor Manual and PADI’s Guide to Teaching.
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PADI defines technical diving as diving other than conventional recreational or commercial diving that takes div-
ers beyond recreational diving limits. Due to Maldivian laws we can not offer much technical courses but the ones 
that do not require dives deeper than 30m or real decompression stops. Some of the entry courses rather focus on 
getting to know the new equipment configuration and practising the trim and handling of the gear underwater.

Ute is teaching her technical diving courses exclusively in a Sidemount configuration because that is her field of expert 
and the way she does her daily diving with. It is also easier in terms of logistics to have appropriate cylinders on the 
island.

PADI TEC REC

DISCOVER TEC / TEC 40 / TEC INSTRUCTOR
The Tec 40 course introduces divers to limited decompression diving within accepted recreational depth limits. A Tec 
40 diver is qualified to use decompression software and dive computers to plan and make decompression dives with 
not more than 10 minutes of total decompression and not deeper than 40 meters/130 feet and use a single cylinder 
of decompression gas with up to 50 percent oxygen (EANx50) to add conservatism to the required decompression.

The Tec Instructor training course is a sub course within the Tec Deep Instructor training course that focuses on teach-
ing only Tec 40 divers. It incorporates instructional philosophies and course goals that directly address the demanding 
and challenging nature of technical diving instruction.

TEC SIDE MOUNT / TEC SIDE MOUNT INSTRUCTOR
Sidemount diving is well suited to a lot of different environments. For tec divers it is more convenient for traveling 
when double cylinders aren’t available. 

The PADI Tec Sidemount Diver course covers the use of sidemount configuration for technical diving. It has been devel-
oped for recreational divers who want to use sidemount to enter open-circuit tec diving, as well as for experienced tec 
divers who want to transition to a sidemount configuration. 

The Tec Sidemount Instructor course prepares candidates to conduct the Tec Sidemount Diver course and addresses 
the philosophy, organization, practical considerations, promotion and other aspects of teaching the Tec Sidemount 
Diver course.
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Apart from PADI training we do offer further TDI courses on the island on request. Once you become a dive profes-
sional you will see that there are so many options in teaching and believe us, it won't get boring. We recommend you 
to keep an open mind and try different equipment and environments as a diver during your career - the more you have 
tried in person the better your judgement and the more your students can learn from you - stay curious!

OTHER COURSES

RAZOR - BASIC SIDE MOUNT OPEN WATER COURSE
Ute is one out of sixty worldwide official Razor Instructors of Go Side Mount.

The Basic Sidemount Open Water Course offers you an intense training on the Razor Side Mount System and 
includes theory, equipment workshops, three confined water dives, as well as two dives in open water. It is a prereq-
uisite to own a Razor Side Mount System to participate in the course, tanks and regulators can be rented though.

POSSIBLE CCR COURSES
Prodivers staff is trained in teaching the AP Evolution Backmount CCR and Ute is trained herself to teach the Liberty 
Sidemount CCR unit.

Rebreather Diving does offer quite some great opportunities and promises great encounters with the marine life. For 
once we are silent and do not scare sharks and other creatures with our bubbles - you will be amazed how quiet diving 
can be and how much more your other senses will discover once the noise is gone!

If you are interested in getting CCR trained it would be great if you could contact us early enough to arrange needed 
equipment and training material, since this courses are quite intense and also do need some preparation from your 
side.

RAZOR - SIDE MOUNT RESCUE WORKSHOP
The Razor Side Mount Rescue Workshop is a valuable training for side mount divers out there and focuses on differ-
ent rescue techniques in this configuration. Many procedures do stay the same, of course, but there are quite some 
important details that differ from recreational gear and need to be practised as they are not covered by other training 
agencies.
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MAY 2023
 
IDC prep.:  08.05.2023 

  AI:  09.-12.05.2023 

 EFRI: 13./14.05.2023

 OWSI: 15.-19.05.2023

 IE: 20./21.05.2023

  IDC Staff: 08.-19.05.2023

 MSDT prep.possible between:
 08.-23.05.2023



PADI INSTRUCTOR COURSES €  - Euro
PADI Assistant Instructor - AI  500.00 
PADI Open Water Scuba Instructor - OWSI  700.00 
PADI Instructor Prep. & Development Course - IDC  1050.00 
PADI IDC Staff  Instructor Course - IDC SI  700.00 

EFR INSTRUCTOR COURSES €  - Euro

Emergency First Response Instructor - EFRI 300.00 
EFRI Care for Children Instructor - CFCI 90.00 
EFR Instructor Update  90.00 

PADI SPECIALTY INSTRUCTOR TRAINING €  - Euro
Master Scuba Diver Trainer Prep. Course - MSDT 600.00 
Single Specialty Instructor Courses to choose: from 90.00 
Deep Diver, Boat Diver, Night Diver, Nitrox, DPV Diver, Wreck Diver, Sidemount, Full Face Mask, UW Communication, to 200.00 
Self Reliant Diver, Search & Recovery Diver, Navigation Diver, Naturalist, AWARE Fish ID, Surface Marker Buoy, 

Recompression Chamber, UW Imaging, Equipment Specialist,  Emergency Oxygen Provider, Drift Diver, Gas Blender.

IDC PACKAGES €  - Euro
#1 IDC prep. + IDC + EFRI  1250.00 
#2 OWSI + EFRI  950.00 
#3 IDC prep. + IDC + EFRI + MSDT prep.  1750.00 
#4 OWSI + EFRI + MSDT prep.  1450.00 

PRICELIST INSTRUCTOR COURSES

IDC 2023



PADI TEC REC €  - Euro
Discover Tec  90.00 
Tec 40  400.00 
Tec Instructor Course  400.00 
Tec Sidemount  350.00 
Tec Sidemount Instructor  350.00 

OTHER TECHNICAL COURSES €  - Euro
RAZOR Basic Side Mount Open Water  450.00 
RAZOR Sidemount Rescue Workshop  150.00 
TDI Cavern Diver  450.00 
TDI Air Diluent/Decompression Liberty Sidemount CCR Diver  1100.00 

PRICELIST TECHNICAL COURSES

IDC 2023



NEEDED PADI MATERIALS FOR YOUR AI/OWSI/IDC

NEEDED PADI MATERIALS FOR YOUR EFR INSTRUCTOR
 EFR Instructor Guide
 CFC Instructor Guide
 AED & CPR Instructor Guide
 Student Manuals for EFR, CFC and AED & CPR
 Student DVDs for EFR, CFC and AED & CPR
 Final Exams for student courses
 First Aid at Glance Card

IDC 2023

 PADI Instructor Manual 2023
 PADIs Guide To Teaching
 PADI IDC eLearning
 PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy, Coral Reef Conservation and Project AWARE Specialty Course Instructor Guides
 PADI Open Water Diver Manual or eLearning
 Recreational Dive Planner – RDP Table and eRDPml, including the guide how to use them
 PADI Skill Practice and Dive Planning Slate
 Open Water Diver Quizzes and Exam
 PADI Advanced Open Water Diver Manual or eLearning
 PADI Rescue Diver Manual or eLearning
 Rescue Diver Final Exam
 PADI Divemaster Manual or eLearning
 PADI Divemater Final Exam
 Aquatic Cue Cards for Open Water Diver, Advanced Open Water Diver, Rescue Diver,Divemaster, Discover Scuba Diving
 Skill Development Preparation Slate
 Diving Knowledge Workbook
 PADI Encyclopedia

IPlease do make sure that you get the revised IDC materials when ordering your IDC Kit from your local dive center 
or straight with PADI. The program in April will follow the new IDC curriculum of PADI and therefor we do need the 
updated IDC material along with it. 

IDC Application Fee: 195.- € (2022)

You can order an EFR Instructor Kit if you are missing student manuals and DVDs from previous training. For the ones 
that do have the student manuals already you can also just purchase the EFR Instructor Guides in a binder.

EFR Instructor Application Fee: 121.- € (2022)



 PADI Course Director Manual 2022
 Evaluation Slate for Confined & Open Water Presentations
 Evaluation Form for Academic Presentations

 PADI Instructor Manual 2023
 PADIs Guide To Teaching
 PADI IDC eLearning
 PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy, Coral Reef Conservation and Project AWARE Specialty Course Instructor Guides
 PADI Open Water Diver Manual or eLearning
 Recreational Dive Planner – RDP Table and eRDPml, including the guide how to use them
 PADI Skill Practice and Dive Planning Slate
 Open Water Diver Quizzes and Exam
 PADI Advanced Open Water Diver Manual or eLearning
 PADI Rescue Diver Manual or eLearning
 Rescue Diver Final Exam
 PADI Divemaster Manual or eLearning
 PADI Divemater Final Exam
 Aquatic Cue Cards for Open Water Diver, Advanced Open Water Diver, Rescue Diver,Divemaster, Discover Scuba Diving
 Skill Development Preparation Slate
 Diving Knowledge Workbook
 PADI Encyclopedia

I

NEEDED PADI MATERIALS FOR OTHER COURSES

IDC 2023

NEEDED PADI MATERIALS FOR YOUR IDC STAFF INSTRUCTOR

Please do make sure that you get the revised IDC materials when ordering your IDC Staff Instructor Kit from your local 
dive center or straight with PADI. The program in April will follow the new IDC curriculum of PADI and therefor we do 
need the updated IDC material along with it. 

IDC Staff Instructor Application Fee: 114.- € (2022)

In case you wish to participate in the MSDT prep. program or individual Specialty Instructor Training or TecRec courses, 
we will email you about any other additional material needed. It is too much to list it all here in this brochure for each 
and every course. But here are some more PADI fees that might be valuable for you:

MSDT Application Fee: 86.- € (2022)

Specialty Instructor Application Fee: 46.- € (2022)

Tec Instructor Application Fee: 46.- € (2022)
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Web: 

www.prodivers.com

Phone: 

(+49)  0 1525  9100391

Facebook: 

www.facebook.com/ute.welcker/

E-Mail: 

utehartmann@gmx.com

CONTACT
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